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EGMR Nr. 25337/94 - Urteil vom 17. Juli 2003 (Craxi [Nr. 2] v. Italien)

Recht auf Achtung des Privatlebens / der Korrespondenz (Telefonüberwachung; Verwertung /
Veröffentlichung von Ergebnissen der Telefonüberwachung; Verhältnismäßigkeit; Notwendigkeit in einer
demokratischen Gesellschaft; Gesetzesvorbehalt; legitimes Ziel; negative und positive Pflichten;
Zurechnung der Presse zum Staat; safeguards); Meinungsfreiheit (konstitutive Bedeutung in der
Demokratie; Persönlichkeitsschutz im Strafverfahren). 

Art. 1 EMRK; Art. 8 EMRK; Art. 10 EMRK

Leitsätze des Bearbeiters

1. Sowohl das Privatleben als auch die Korrespondenz im Sinne des Art. 8 umfassen in ihrem
Anwendungsbereich Telefongespräche. Die Veröffentlichung des Inhalts privater Telefongespräche in einer
Gerichtsverhandlung und die Weitergabe des Inhalts an die Presse stellen Eingriffe in Rechte des Art. 8 Abs.
1 EMRK dar. 

2. Derartige Eingriffe verletzen Art. 8 EMRK, es sei denn sie basieren auf einem Gesetz im Sinne der EMRK,
verfolgen zumindest ein gemäß Art. 8 II EMRK legitimes Ziel und sind in einer demokratischen Gesellschaft
notwendig (verhältnismäßig im Sinne des Art. 8 EMRK). 

3. Die Meinungsfreiheit stellt eine der grundlegenden Voraussetzungen einer demokratischen Gesellschaft
dar. Der Schutz der Presse ist dabei von besonderer Bedeutung. Wenn auch die Gerichte das Forum
darstellen, in dem die Schuld oder die Unschuld hinsichtlich einer strafrechtlichen Anklage festgestellt wird,
bedeutet dies nicht, dass eine frühere oder begleitende Diskussion eines Falles anderenorts geschehen
darf. Besonders im Fall einer in der Öffentlichkeit stehenden Person hat die Öffentlichkeit ein Recht darauf,
Informationen über gerichtliche Verfahren zu erhalten. 

4. Auch in der Öffentlichkeit stehende Personen können sich jedoch wie jede andere Person gemäß Art. 8
EMRK auf die in ihm niedergelegten Rechte berufen. Vor allem ist das öffentliche Interesse, Informationen
über ein laufendes Strafverfahren zu erhalten, auf die strafrechtlichen Anklagen beschränkt. Zudem sollte
die Presse davon Abstand halten, Informationen zu veröffentlichen, die wahrscheinlich - wenn auch
unbeabsichtigt - die Rechte auf Achtung des Privatlebens und der Korrespondenz verletzen. 

5. Veröffentlicht die Presse private Informationen unter Missachtung des Art. 8 EMRK, stellt dies eine
Verletzung des Art. 8 EMRK dar, wenn die Veröffentlichungen dem Staat zuzurechnen sind. 

6. Ziel des Art. 8 EMRK ist es nicht allein, den Einzelnen gegen unbegründete Eingriffe staatlicher Behörden
zu schützen. Zusätzlich zu dieser negativen Verpflichtung kann die effektive Achtung des Privatlebens auch
zu positiven Verpflichtungen führen. Der Gerichtshof prüft insoweit, ob die nationalen Behörden die
notwendigen Aktivitäten zum effektiven Schutz der Rechte auf Achtung des Privatlebens und der
Korrespondenz entfaltet haben. 

7. In diesem Kontext bezieht der Gerichtshof ein, ob angemessene Verfahrenssicherungen ("safeguards")
existieren, die einer gemäß Art. 8 EMRK untersagten Veröffentlichung von Privatinformationen vorbeugen.
Zudem erfordert der effektive Schutz des Privatlebens gemäß Art. 8 ERMK im Fall einer solchen
Veröffentlichung, dass der Staat wirksame Untersuchungen durchführt, um den Sachverhalt insoweit
weitestmöglich aufzuklären. 

8. Wenn der Gerichtshof auch zunächst den nationalen Gerichten die Interpretation des nationalen Rechts
überlässt, kann die nicht hinreichend begründete Entziehung von nationalen gesetzlichen
Verfahrenssicherungen, die dem Schutz der Rechte des Art. 8 EMRK dienen, zu einer Verletzung des Art. 8
EMRK führen: Ein staatlicher Eingriff in Art. 8 EMRK beruht in diesem Fall nicht auf einem Gesetz im Sinne
der EMRK. 

9. Eine Interpretation des nationalen Rechts, die durch die einengende Vorschrift der einzig in Betracht
kommenden gesetzlichen Regelung zu einer Anerkennung einer gesetzlichen Schutzlücke führt, offenbart in
jedem Fall ernste Probleme hinsichtlich des Respekts dieses Staates gegenüber seinen positiven Pflichten
zum effektiven Schutz der Rechte des Art. 8 EMRK.

THE FACTS

10. The applicant, an Italian national born in 1934, was the general secretary of the Italian Socialist Party (PSI) from
1976 to 1993. From 1983 to 1987 he was Prime Minister of Italy. As of April 1994 (according to the applicant) or May
1994 (according to the Italian authorities), he lived in Hammamet (Tunisia).

A. The background

11. The proceedings to which this application relates were part of the criminal proceedings brought by the Milan Public
Prosecutor's Office during the so-called "clean hands" (mani pulite) campaign.

12. Between January and October 1993, the Milan Public Prosecutor issued twenty-six notices of prosecution (avvisi di
garanzia) in respect of the applicant, in particular for corruption, dishonest receipt of money by a public officer,
concealment of dishonest gain and offences against the legislation on the financing of political parties.

13. On 10 May, 10 September 1993 and 7 May 1994 the Rome Public Prosecutor also issued notices of prosecution in
respect of the applicant for dishonest receipt of money by a public officer, offences against the legislation on the
financing of political parties, corruption and misuse of public office.

14. The prosecutions against the applicant and other figures in politics, business and public institutions received
attention from the media.

B. The telephone interceptions

1. The Metropolitana Milanese trial and the order for the interceptions
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15. Amongst the cases against the applicant was that of Metropolitana Milanese, which concerned payments of large
sums of money made between 1983 and 1992 by a number of firms to the representatives of political parties and the
influence the latter exerted on the board of directors of the Metropolitana Milanese company with a view to awarding
contracts to those firms in connection with works on the Milan underground system.

16. On 8 June 1994 the investigating judge committed the applicant and twenty-nine co-defendants for trial before the
Milan District Court. The applicant was charged, in particular, with interference with freedom of contract and corruption.

17. The first trial hearing took place on 20 September 1994. The applicant was not present and the District Court
accordingly declared him absent (contumace). Some of the accused requested and obtained a plea bargain, while the
position of some other accused persons was separated from that of the applicant. The trial before the Milan District
Court thus continued only against the applicant and five co-defendants. The Metropolitana Milanese company joined
the proceedings as a civil party.

18. In a decision of 7 July 1995 the Milan District Court remanded the applicant in custody. On 12 July 1995 counsel for
the applicant informed the Milan District Court that he had learned of that decision through the press and asked for a
copy of it. On 20 July 1995 the Milan District Court declared the applicant to be latitante, that is, to be deliberately
evading the court's jurisdiction.

19. The applicant appealed against the decision of 7 July 1995. In an order of 25 September 1995, the Milan District
Court dismissed the applicant's appeal. The court held that once the preliminary investigation was completed it was for
the trial court to consider whether there were substantial indications of guilt and whether in particular there was still a
danger that the applicant would abscond. In this respect the court noted that since 5 May 1994 it had been impossible
to find the applicant in Italy and that in the various proceedings brought against him a number of coercive measures
had been ordered that could not be enforced. Moreover, in judgments of 29 July 1994 and 7 December 1994 the
applicant had been sentenced to terms of imprisonment. In the District Court's view, the applicant's lengthy stay abroad
demonstrated his determination to evade the coercive measures ordered against him in 1994.

20. On 17 and 19 July 1995 the Public Prosecutor sought an order for the interception of the applicant's telephone calls
between Italy and his home in Hammamet. The interceptions were aimed at gathering information with a view to
arresting the applicant.

21. In a decision of 21 July 1995 the Milan District Court allowed those applications with a view to facilitating the arrest
of the applicant. The court noted that the interceptions had a legal basis and were essential to supervise the applicant's
movements and his personal and international relations which had allowed him to continue absconding. The
interceptions, carried out by a specialist branch of the Italian police, began on 20 July 1995 and were concluded on 30
September 1995.

22. At the same time, the Public Prosecutor sought an order for the interception of the applicant's telephone calls
between Italy and his home in Hammamet in the context of a set of criminal proceedings for defamation which were
pending against the applicant. The Milan investigating judge allowed the interceptions with a view to gathering evidence
against the applicant and to identifying the accomplices. The interceptions, carried out by a specialist branch of the
Italian police, began on 1 August 1995. The prosecution applied for four extensions of the duration of the interceptions,
which were allowed by the investigating judge on 4 and 12 August, and on 1 and 14 September 1995. A request for a
further extension was refused on 30 September 1995. The interceptions were thus concluded on 3 October 1995.

2. The speech made at the trial hearing by Mr Paolo Ielo

23. At the hearing on 29 September 1995 in the case of Metropolitana Milanese, the Public Prosecutor in charge of the
applicant's case, Mr Paolo Ielo, filed the transcripts of the telephone interceptions with the registry and asked that they
be admitted as evidence against the applicant. The prosecution argued that they were necessary to assess the
applicant's personality in order to determine the sentence if he were convicted, and that they could support the
prosecution's allegation that the applicant intended to continue to abscond. The prosecution subsequently read out in
court certain extracts of interceptions with a view to proving: a) that the applicant could leave Hammamet; b) that the
applicant had started or influenced two virulent press campaigns against a magistrate of the Milan District Court and
against an Italian political party; c) that the applicant was collecting information concerning certain politicians and
magistrates, with a view to damaging their reputation; d) that the applicant continued to show aggressiveness towards
the magistrates who were investigating him. The Public Prosecutor compared the applicant's conduct to that of a
"certified criminal" (criminale matricolato) who attacked all those who had done their job and had tried to do it well. The
Public Prosecutor declared that the transcripts of the telephone conversations were at the disposal of the District Court
and of the defendants.

24. The transcript of the speech given by Mr Ielo at the hearing of 29 September 1995 reads as follows:

"I am submitting these further pleas under Article 507. I have already explained why I intend to submit these documents,
which consist, firstly, of assessments of Craxi's criminal potential, within the meaning of Article 133, with reference in
particular to his conduct after the offence was committed, and, secondly, of assessments as to whether the measure
affecting his personal freedom should be maintained for the reasons for which it was decided on, and whether it should
be extended for other reasons. I shall try to be extremely brief, although what I have to say will take a little time. I have
tried to divide the documents submitted according to subject-matter, and have put together the telephone transcripts -
the documents include the measures authorising the telephone tapping and the confiscation orders, which were
moreover confirmed by the tribunale della libertà [the court responsible for deciding on the justification for measures
restricting personal freedom or property rights]. The first set consists of telephone transcripts and clearly shows that
Craxi can move about in Hammamet. This seems self-evident, yet Craxi is someone who, during the proceedings - all
the proceedings taking place in Milan - said he had a legitimate reason for not attending and sent doctors' certificates.
First he complained that the trials were not taking place, and now that the trials are taking place he wants them
postponed on the grounds that he has a legitimate reason for being unable to attend. It is absolutely clear from these
telephone transcripts that Craxi is someone who is able to move from the address of the subscription to the telephone
line on which he receives calls. Why is this important? The reason is clear: Craxi is such a liar that he continues to lie
even before the courts, saying things that are untrue and belied by documentary evidence.

The second point concerns Craxi as a danger to the community, in particular his capacity to operate in the current
situation, and become involved in the processes whereby public opinion is shaped and in other processes, which I shall
discuss. In my opinion, two operations are particularly important - two press campaigns which were co-ordinated ... or
at any rate two press campaigns in which Craxi clearly played an important role. The first is a recent one: I am referring
to the telephone calls on 14 September 1995 - I apologise for the vulgarity, but I am reporting the speech of others and
am not responsible.

Subscriber Craxi, talking to Luca Iosi, says, 'the son of the hero' - the reference to Di Pietro is clear. An
incomprehensible sentence 'He contributes to the tune of 2,400,000 a year, no less, when it all comes out.' Luca Iosi
says, 'Now we take the wraps off the case and then we shoot him in the balls.' A week later the front page news is: 'Di
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Pietro too, has a house in the centre for 240,000.'

The second press campaign was co-ordinated directly from Hammamet. It is the press campaign that was waged in
Italia Settimanale, whose editor is Alessandro Caprettini. What happened? In a nutshell, Craxi sent Alessandro
Caprettini a file on the [Northern] League, concerning alleged arms dealings by the League, and Alessandro Caprettini
willingly received and published it. What is particularly important is that, in my opinion, the file came from Craxi himself:
it was found on Craxi's computer or, rather, on the computer in Craxi's office in via Boezio in Rome and, in particular,
was referred to in the conversation between Caprettini and Craxi, in two respects. Firstly, the subscriber - when I say
subscriber, I mean Craxi - says, word for word, 'In any case we can do more with them - we can investigate but we can
also raise questions.' What he means is that they can be used to raise questions about the Northern League, an Italian
political party receiving special attention from a fugitive from justice, who agrees with the editor of a weekly to launch a
campaign of this type. The second important thing is: 'Of course I publish the article, and then I go to a prosecutor who
is a friend of mine and say, "Hey, look into this affair, will you?" - but this is the sort of thing one does nothing about'.
Further evidence that Craxi is a liar comes from an article in the Indipendente, which published the news that Craxi had
denied being the author of the material sent to Italia Settimanale. I am producing this evidence to make it clear that
when we talk of Craxi it is not like shooting at the Red Cross: we are talking of someone who is fully active and has a
great capacity to influence the media. In this connection, there is a set of telephone transcripts which show that Craxi
was in constant contact with journalists in a wide variety of areas.

Let us now move on to the last three points which, I believe, deserve a minimum of attention.

There is documentary proof, and proof from the telephone transcripts, that Craxi is mounting dossiers in Hammamet
against some political activists. I am referring - with particular regard to the evidence that has been found - to dossiers
against D'Alema. He is engaging in "dossierism" ...

The President: What does the neologism mean? Compiling information or a dossier?

The Public Prosecutor: Compiling information in order to attack someone's reputation. This is an activity that was also
to be pursued against judges, including myself, but we shall discuss that later.

I said "dossierism", which consists in compiling information that can damage people's reputation. This is documented
by the telephone transcripts. One alarming aspect, in my view, is that it provides further evidence of Bettino Craxi's
criminal potential.

I am talking about compiling dossiers of information designed to damage the reputation of certain eminent people, and I
am thinking of D'Alema, Prodi and Del Turco, about whom I shall talk in connection with a specific note that was found
in Craxi's office. The dossiers were mounted with a certain Tina Soncini Massari from Bologna, who is an old friend of
Craxi's - by friend I mean someone with whom he had relations which were, I imagine, of a political nature - to the
extent that Tina Soncini Massari appears on a list of presents that Craxi gave. She is a leading supporter of Gelli, and is
known to the judicial authorities for having arranged to put the Bologna judicial authorities off the track when they were
investigating the massacres, by bribing witnesses. In this connection, I can produce evidence that identifies Tina
Soncini Massari: the order from the Bologna investigating judge, Dr Grassi if I am not mistaken, which shows that the
most recent contact between Gelli and Tina Soncini Massari dates back to 1993, and which makes it clear that she
attempted to put the investigators off track and bribed witnesses in the course of the proceedings. These are the sort of
people Bettino Craxi, a fugitive from justice who is the subject of pre-trial detention orders, uses in order to hinder
investigations. You will be able to see for yourselves what these documents contain, and I shall not dwell on them.
What is significant is another note on Del Turco also found in Craxi's office. I shall read you out the beginning so you
can understand what all this is about. The Italian Socialist Party administration has always helped to support the
Socialist current of the CGIL [Federation of Italian Trade Unions]. Del Turco took over from Marianetti, and the flow of
money never stopped. 'On average, Del Turco received 20 to 30 million a month from Balzamo. On the occasion of
every election or conference, there were extraordinary payments for instance, and so it went on', and the note
continues with information about the politician.

There are also telephone transcripts of statements by Bitetto in which he appears to be talking about D'Alema ... These
are statements that have been filed and can be seen by anyone: it is clear to all why they are important from a criminal
point of view.

Then there are documents that show that Bettino Craxi has, or at any rate had, relations with important members of the
Italian institutions. I am referring in particular to the telephone transcript of 2 September 1995, during which the
subscriber, Craxi, talks to Margherita - she is not identified, who says: 'Alberto told me that he attended a meeting
between Arafat and Silvio, and they spent ten minutes talking about you alone. Arafat came to Tunisia to see you and
told Silvio Berlusconi to tell you that he too would be happy to have you as his guest in Palestine.' Again in connection
with the capacity for communication of the accused, Bettino Craxi, who I repeat is a fugitive from justice and the
subject of an arrest warrant for corruption with aggravating circumstances, there is a letter which the State Under-
Secretary to the Prime Minister's office sent to Craxi's secretary on 25 June, in which the State Under-Secretary to the
Prime Minister's office writes: "Dear Serenella, what you feared has happened, although both Giachieri and Carbonoli
promise their good offices and will put things right'.

Basically, this concerns a recommendation addressed to the State Under-Secretary, who hastens to reply, saying ...
Serenella is Serenella Carloni. And let it be clear that Serenella Carloni is nobody in her own right, and yet as Bettino
Craxi's secretary she was still able, on 22 June 1995, to make recommendations concerning the allocation of service
areas in Perugia.

The last point on which I intend to dwell is the constant attacks by Bettino Craxi on those who investigated him. The
right to defend oneself is sacred and culminates in a fair trial, but when it is exercised by attacking those involved in the
proceedings, those who carried out the investigations, it is, in my view, proof of a very highly developed potential for
crime.

A note found in Craxi's office - Craxi's own office - you may, if you wish, in this connection hear Simonetta Carloni, who,
I repeat, confirmed this - contained, among other pleasantries, a very precise reference in time in the form of Dell'Utri's
release from prison - it is dated after Dell'Utri's release. Among the pleasantries, the note says: 'The Di Pietro case
must become an exemplary case: we must get to the bottom of things because all the conditions are right. The usual
logic of hitting one person in order to teach a hundred others a lesson. Forza Italia must regain its independence and
this means it must not be subjected to the requirements of allies and exposed to dangers and uncertainty. There are
key targets, particularly the Milan Pool [a group of Milan public prosecutors waging war on corruption]. We need to have
the courage to call for its arrest before they do. We need to denounce the damage caused by the revolt. We must
begin by using people as examples and waging war. We need to use parliamentary force in every way possible. This
includes calling for enquiries with a lot of publicity and denouncing abuses of authority - by Craxi. There is the seizure of
the parliamentary question from Maiolo, faxed by the Forza Italia parliamentary group ... Luca Mantovani, who sent it for
information to Bettino Craxi two days later with a covering letter which says: 'I would point out, inter alia, that Maiolo has
in the last few hours been collecting more documentation with a view to asking further questions in the near future
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about the management of the Milan Public Prosecutor's Office.' There are telephone transcripts in which we read: 'We
need to bombard them in the press'. There are also attacks connected with what was published in Il Mattino. There is
something for everyone - not just for the Milan Public Prosecutor's Office. There are attacks on other colleagues and
references to other colleagues. A woman talking to Craxi says, 'He's bewildered too' and says that the person in
question was used by the Milan group as a killer; she says she has heard from Biondi that the person coming down to
speak is virtually in the service of Caselli. I will spare you all the rest because you can read it for yourself. I shall just
read you one extract, partly because it concerns me and partly because it concerns these proceedings. 'So why
doesn't someone else come?', with reference to Salamone, who is clearly involved ... he knows the truth of the matter.
'I think Milan stopped him.' 'I am about' - here it is the subscriber, Bettino Craxi, speaking - 'to denounce this Ielo. Both
Borelli's statements against Mancuso and the statements by Ielo come under Article 289 [of the Criminal Code]'.

He is speaking to a certain Salvatore, who has not yet been identified, but I hope very soon to identify him, who repeats,
'Yes, but he's dealing with it.' Craxi replies, 'He has nothing to do with this.' The person to whom he is speaking says,
'No, of course not. The minister's dealing with it.'

The President: The public prosecutor is requested to bring the charges without making allusions or taking stands, or
making comments of a personal nature.

The public prosecutor: President, the charge is based on the premise that these telephone transcripts show, within the
meaning of Article 133, behaviour - and this is where the accused, Bettino Craxi, has committed an offence - worthy of
a certified criminal - it is the behaviour of someone who attacks all those who have simply done their job, because that
is what they are paid to do and that is what they have chosen to do, and have sought to do it properly, but he doesn't
care, he has to attack them and ...

President: We have understood why the public prosecutor has asked for these documents to be produced.

Public Prosecutor: The evidence submitted has been greatly summarised, President, because there is further material
and I am at the disposal of defence counsel and the court. Ah, wait a minute - there are all the measures authorising
the requests for telephone tapping and seizures; they are all appended.

The President: Appended to the individual sets of evidence ... these pleas from the public prosecutor ... Let us begin to
hear Craxi's defence counsel, who is the person most directly concerned, and then if the others want to intervene ..."

25. The applicant's lawyer requested to be granted access to the decisions authorising the interceptions and to all the
documents to which the Public Prosecutor had made reference. He declared that he would have commented on them
at a later stage, observing, anyway, that some of the facts imputed to his client could not be described as aggressive
behaviours, being rather simple statements of the truth.

26. The District Court reserved its decision on the prosecution's request of admittance of evidence until the hearing of
19 October 1995. The transcripts of the telephone conversations intercepted on the applicant's line were made
available to the parties immediately after the hearing of 29 September 1995. Mr Guiso, the applicant's lawyer, was
provided with the file including all the transcripts and afforded the possibility of making written submissions.

27. Respectively on 2 and 9 October 1995, the two applicant's counsels (Mr Lo Giudice and Mr Guiso) were informed
that the telephone interceptions had been filed with the Public Prosecutor's Office's registry. The applicant's counsels
subsequently objected to the admission of the interceptions as evidence. In particular, they argued that contrary to
Article 268 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (hereinafter, the "CPP") the District Court had failed to hold a specific
sitting before the trial hearing in the presence of both the defence counsels and of the prosecution in order to select
those interceptions that were significant and exclude those considered illegal. Further, the prosecution had failed to
apply for an extension of the fifteen-days duration of the telephone tapping, so that those interceptions which had been
carried out after the first fifteen days were illegal and could not be used.

3. The divulging through the press of the content of the intercepted telephone conversations

28. The content and the name of the interlocutors of certain telephone conversations were subsequently published in
the press.

29. In particular, "L'Unità" of 30 September 1995 published an article entitled "Dossier and conspiracies against Di
Pietro [one of the magistrates of the clean hands team]". It stated that the interceptions made on the applicant's phone
showed that he was preparing a defamatory campaign against some political men with the help of a "lady from
Bologna", who was a member of an illegal association of free-masons. Moreover, in one of the interceptions Mrs
Margherita Boniver (an Italian politician) had told Craxi that Mr Berlusconi (the current Prime Minister of Italy) had had a
conversation with Mr Arafat about him and that Arafat would have "invited" Craxi. In another telephone call, the son of
one of the applicant's lawyers had said that "the Minister" would have commenced proceedings against Mr Paolo Ielo.

30. On the same day, as well as on 1 and 2 October 1995, L'Unità also published the following extracts from some of
the intercepted phone calls.

Conversation on 26 July 1995 with a certain Luca:

Craxi (speaking with Luca): "This Salamone [the Public Prosecutor of Brescia] is another one who wants to make a
show of himself, I am going to see whether there are elements to introduce a criminal complaint against him."

Conversation on 28 July with an unknown woman:

Woman: "I'm in a telephone box in Rome. I saw that friend of yours from the Senate."

Craxi: "Why has this big friend of mine failed to say one single word?"

Woman: "He leaves the comments to you. He is lost and says that this person had been used by the Milan group as a
killer. He says that he knew from Biondi that the one who spoke is in practice a servant of Caselli [a well-known Italian
magistrate]."

Craxi: "Ah, yes?"

Woman: "Concerning the story of the brother."

Conversation on 3 August 1995 with an unidentified friend:

Craxi: "They should go and see. It should be established whether a magistrate can buy a Mercedes at a very favorable
price. May he borrow money from a friend in order to pay his gambling debts? So all this is legitimate, it can be done.
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Let's put it in the law: magistrates may borrow money without paying legal interests."

Conversation on 14 August 1995 with an unknown man:

man: "Next week I will provide you with all the things you asked me on kronos [a press agency], the most important
thing [is] that, at least until one month and a half ago, I do not know if now he has been revoked, Prodi was a counsellor
of its biggest company."

Craxi: "Ah, ah, ah, very well, give me all the data, please."

man: "Counsellor of its biggest company, one of the five members of the directing body was Prodi, so ..."

Craxi: "Super, then I would like to have the material concerning that other thing ..."

Conversation on 25 August 1995 with Mr Filippo Facci [a journalist]:

Craxi: "... There are some pillars in Tangentopoli [term used by the press to design the corruption system disclosed by
the clean hands inquiry] that stayed outside, they should be all those who stayed inside, then we can find the solution,
but no kidding, I am not getting upset because of the apartment of D'Alema [an Italian politician who had subsequently
been the Prime Minister of Italy] ... "

Facci: "Sorry, the phone fell while I was taking the book, pages 192 and 193, where it speaks about Giovannini ..."

Craxi: "There is a tale, not really about that thing which will make a little scandal, but it will be a regular contract on
which it was not possible to lay ... lies are others and this one Giovannini is another Greganti, close to D'Alema, fuck
him. The Public Prosecutor's Office in Rome opened an inquiry for calumny, but the day of reckoning will come, son of
..."

Conversation on 2 September 1995 with a certain Valterino:

Craxi: "What is going on with the inquiry of Salamone? Now it does not concern Di Pietro, but myself?"

Valterino: "These are saying that they brought papers against you."

Craxi: "What papers?"

Valterino: "The papers concerning the search."

Craxi: "The papers concerning the search have nothing to do with Di Pietro."

Conversation on 2 September 1995 with lawyer Guiso:

Guiso: "Di Pietro is in Cernobbio. Today Il corriere della sera says that he is nobody, and he had been recommended -
and this is very important - by an agent of the branch of the American police investigating on financial matters. He is
substantially accompanied by him, please consider that he had been three months in America and appears in
Cernobbio, he should speak this morning on the subject "foreign politic, ethic and finance."

Craxi: "It's crazy, but it is the subject of the Mac Namara Foundation."

Guiso: "[This] shows that he was linked to America, not at all the uncertain future he had declared when he abandoned
his post. Then, a journalist gave me a book with plenty of information. I cannot send it to you by fax as the characters
are very small."

Craxi: "Send it to me to that address by DHL. To that address you know."

Conversation on 5 September 1995 with a journalist of "Il Messaggero":

Journalist: "Did you hear about the new Italian politicians?"

Craxi: "Who are they?"

Journalist: "Di Pietro."

Craxi: "A little adventurous trafficker (avventuriero trafficante)."

Conversation on 6 September on Craxi's line in Hammamet. Mrs. Tina Soncini speaks with a certain Michele:

Soncini: "I have interesting news to give him."

Michele: "He says you can send a fax."

Soncini: "I will send it tomorrow with some references to Bologna."

Michele: "Let's use a code, a slightly modified code, we know of what kind of persons we are speaking about."

Soncini: "I will send some telephone numbers ... I had been told that the mother is a very worldly-minded person."

Michele: "Newly rich, all this is useful for us, maybe also apartments ..."

Conversation on 6 September 1995 with a certain Simona:

Craxi: "The problem was to build up the physiognomy of the personage ... In sum, this is the clue, it seems he had
made a number of things on which he was wrong."

Simona: "It is an enormous thing, there are ten documents per day."

Craxi: "The trials he made, I know about something, we should look at them, people say that the tribunal shut the door
in his face, they speak about the preparation of some books by certain friends, ask to send them the list of the
members of the publishing house."
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Conversation on 11 September 1995 with Mr De Jorio, a journalist:

Craxi: "You should speak with somebody who will come and speak to me. The problem ... is to have the hands free and
to have information."

De Jorio: "We have some."

Craxi: "What is a newspaper like this doing, scandal and satire, isn't it?"

De Jorio: "We were the sole newspaper is Italy which published documents on red gladio [a secret organization that the
communist party was suspected to have built in order to achieve its aims during the cold war] ... judges have
discontinued the proceedings on this matter."

Craxi: "It is not the only matter on which they discontinued proceedings, there is a systematic tendency to discontinue
proceedings concerning the communist party."

De Jorio: "Do you know what we have discovered? That apart from Pio La Torre, also the gangster Felice Cavallero
Pollini was a member of gladio and had been trained abroad ... also the one of the gold of Dongo."

Craxi: "There are many things. They believe they have solved the problem with the scapegoat, they are under an
illusion, they should have killed me, but as they did not succeed in this ... they tried twice, once the American
intelligence, once the English one."

De Jorio: "Mr. President, be careful, I know that here in Italy they want to organize [something], to come [over there] and
take you, it seems they are offering 60 million [lire, which is approximately 30 987 euros] per person, within the
intelligence, in order to take you and to bring you elsewhere."

Craxi: "All right, all right, try to do so."

De Jorio: "I am telling you this because a person I trust during his last meeting with me ... I know that a group Z has
been constituted, kept in the shade of a free-masons organisation constituted by approximately 600 magistrates, and
the head of this group would be Scalfaro [the President of the Italian Republic at the relevant time]."

Craxi: "I heard about this thing, but I do not believe it, I am not convinced."

Conversation on 12 September 1995 with an unidentified journalist:

journalist: "Will Salamone come [to see you in Hammamet]?"

Craxi: "I have no idea. I am here, everybody knows where I can be found."

Conversation on 12 September 1995 with an unknown journalist:

Journalist: "I will state that you said: "I have friends not only in the Arabic world and I think that in a European capital a
center such as the Wiesenthal center will be built, [and this center] will investigate the judicial clans and all those who in
these past three years had acted unfairly against me and against many other people."

Craxi: "No, that is not good. First of all it is not only against me, it is not the judicial clans, but all the clans including the
judicial ones ... [a center which] looks after and will look for the truth ... So much truth which still has to come out."

Journalist: "Then I ask you the thing on Di Pietro and then you will answer "I'm writing a book which will be entitled "Mimì
an Italian miracle."

Craxi: "No, I want to write, I want to write a little book, not a book ... It's too important."

Conversation on 21 September 1995 with Mr Pierangelo Maurizio, a journalist:

Maurizio: "Now I'm working for "Il tempo", and the television show of Gianfranco about Cinquestelle has started again ...
I saw that thing about Enel [the Italian electric energy producing company]."

Craxi: "This story on today's "Il giornale" is the end of the world, do you know whom the political personality I am
referring to is?"

Maurizio: "No, frankly not."

Craxi: "It's D'Alema, there is a statement [made by] Bitetto [a director of Enel who was accused of corruption and made
statements calling into question the criminal liability of Craxi and other politicians]."

Maurizio: "... about which you speak in your books."

Craxi: "I wasn't aware, there is a statement [made by] Bitetto exposing that years ago, but there is a continuity in the
criminal offence, he took part in a meeting in Bari or Brindisi in which were present D'Alema, the regional secretary of
PSI and others, where he, as a representative of Enel ... discussed the contracts for public works in Brindisi."

Maurizio "What about this statement?"

Craxi: "I have it, I will forward it to you."

Maurizio: "Maybe, I will call you tomorrow."

Craxi: "Now a number of things will come out on that young man."

Maurizio: "They are getting a different turn ... all the things about D'Alema."

Craxi: "Those things from Venice are the less [important], there are other things ... I would like to be personally
informed. I would like to have a fax number where I can send things to you."

Conversation on 23 September 1995 with a certain Rosario:

Rosario: "The fax is broken, I would have liked to send you some extracts from yesterday's and today's newspapers
concerning that little dog named Lulù [probably, the former Milan magistrate Antonio Di Pietro] and his son. Did you see
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them?"

Craxi: "Yes, yes, thanks."

Conversation on 23 September 1995 with Roberto "Bobo" Craxi, the applicant's son:

Bobo: "The thing will come out next Monday."

Craxi: "Not the next one."

Bobo: "Not the next one, also because next [Monday] there is the Andreotti case. It will come out Monday, it's 25 pages
and they will anticipate it."

Craxi: "all right, it will be a hot week and they will be afraid."

Conversation on 23 September 1995 with Mrs Pia Luisa Bianco, a journalist:

Bianco (speaking with Craxi): "The thing has already been paged up. I will forward it to you in advance ... we will put a
big emphasis on it, we already have an agreement with Il corriere della sera in the sense that they will make big titles,
don't worry because it is very well managed, you will see, it will have a big impact."

Conversation on 24 September 1995 with Mrs. Tina Soncini:

Soncini: "Apart from these documents, I have a channel to acquire more detailed information, but I need that you
organize an appointment."

Conversation on 25 September 1995 with a certain Luca:

Craxi: "They should be attacked frontally, without fear, to Mancuso they are doing ... This Ielo is behaving like a pure
mafioso, an arrogance from the power."

Luca: "There is no other alternative but screaming it in their face, we will do it, we will do it. Here everything is all right
except for that little asshole of Intini [an Italian politician]."

Conversation on 25 September 1995 with a certain Salvatore [probably Mr Salvatore Lo Giudice, the son of one of the
lawyers officially representing Craxi in the Metropolitana Milanese trial. Mr Salvatore Lo Guidice, who is also a lawyer,
acted as his father's substitute during some hearings]:

Salvatore: "Yes, he will think about it."

Craxi: "He has nothing to do with this."

Salvatore: "No, sure he has, the ministry will think about this."

Craxi: "Because it's 289 [Article of the Criminal Code punishing the attempt to impede the functioning of the
Constitutional organs]."

Salvatore: "This is something up to him."

Craxi: "To introduce a claim calmly is one thing, but one cannot make all the comments and the political polemics, the
speculation made by Ielo is a defamatory one."

Salvatore: "But now the serious point is to give him a hand. It is essential to break them on this Venice thing which is
the only one they are afraid of, so as he has a number of suspicions, he needs it as he needs bread."

Craxi: "I am completely unaware of that story."

Salvatore: "I have a lot of material."

Craxi: "I will immediately deal with this matter, tomorrow I will send faxes and then I will keep [you] informed."

Salvatore; "Then, it is important to ask for the availability of the State."

Craxi: "Is it enough that it arrives immediately, then you will call when it leaves."

Salvatore: "We are doing everything very quickly, then I will go directly to Rome. In any case this one with whom we are
working together can be trusted, then the serious thing is that he is using the same elements of Milan, therefore it would
be a big mess if it comes out that with the same elements Milan failed to proceed, there are many ideas to be used."

Conversation on an unspecified date with a certain Mr. Paolo Farina:

Craxi: "That one is an idiot, a first-class idiot."

Farina: "He was replaced by ..."

Craxi: "He was replaced because he was incompetent."

Farina: "He was replaced by Andò."

Craxi: "He was incompetent."

Farina: "He tried to suggest that his replacement ..."

Craxi: "Of course not ..."

Farina: "They presented themselves as supporters of An [Alleanza nazionale, an Italian political party]."

Craxi: "Precisely ... but that one is an idiot, an unpretentious personage, I do not know how he could have arrived there."

L'Unità also reported that in another conversation with an unknown person, Craxi had showed his appreciation for a
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recital with Pavarotti transmitted by the Italian television; when he had learned that his friend had not seen it, he had
said: "Phone Rossella [the director of a news bulletin] and make them send the cassette to you."

31. "Il Giorno" of 30 September 1995 published an article entitled "The attempts to create false evidence by the friend of
the head of P2 [an illegal free masons association]". It made reference to a telephone conversation that the applicant
had had on 24 September with Mrs Tina Soncini, in which the discussion concerned "documents made ad hoc" in
order to be sent to an editorial company. The article reported the links allegedly existing between Mrs Soncini and Mr
Licio Gelli, head of the P2.

32. "La Repubblica" of 30 September 1995 published an article entitled "We will ask for the arrest of the [clean hands]
Pool". As far as it concerned the telephone interceptions, the article indicated the names of some journalists who had
spoken with the applicant on the phone, and the content of the telephone conversation with Mrs Boniver reported by
L'Unità. La Repubblica moreover reported the content of a phone call that the applicant had had with Mr Luca Iosi, his
"speaker in Italy", on 14 September 1995. The conversation at issue was interpreted as an attempt to attack Mr Di
Pietro in relation to an apartment rented to his son. Its content was the following.

Iosi: "The son of the hero contributes each year for 2 400 000 lire [approximately 1 239 euros]."

Craxi: "So much... When will this thing come out?"

Iosi: "Now we will make the case grow and then we will shoot them right in the balls [Italian expression which means to
attack someone hardly], 200 000 lire [approximately 103 euros] in spite of the rent rates and formally in his own name
only in order to put his son in it."

33. La Repubblica also reported the content of some telephone conversations the applicant had had with Mrs Tina
Soncini, with a certain Anna, with Mr Alessandro Caprettini (the director of an Italian newspaper), with Mrs Alda
D'Eusanio and Mr Enrico Mentana (two journalists), and with a certain Ugo. Their content is the following.

Conversation on 21 July 1995:

Craxi: "Enrico, in this moment you are not helping me."

Mentana: "You mean, honouring the truth."

Craxi: "By reporting the things I am saying, for the Holy Virgin's sake, nothing more ... The boys from Giovine Italia [a
political organisation] did something this morning."

Mentana: "I'm not aware of this."

Craxi: "Think about it, nobody was there, there were no televisions, now you should report this news, report this news
at least, they were one hundred, they are good, I have sent a memorial of historical nature, something about the
Giovine Italia of Mazzini [an Italian patriot] ... if you continue, you will see the little surprise."

Conversation on 24 July 1995:

Craxi: "I should come as I came many times in Italy with moustaches: in fact I was coming with a wig and false
moustaches ... Idiots."

D'Eusanio: "This is the moment to do something about the procedural guaranties, about the magistrates, about the
pentiti, Contrada, Tortora [persons accused by pentiti in mafia trials], if you are not taking advantage from these
occasions, there would be nothing you could do."

Craxi: "Let's say the truth, there are some gangs organising a push-off, real gangs."

D'Eusanio: "Bettino [nick-name of Craxi], there are idiots, inefficient persons, cowards."

Craxi: "no, no, they reached an agreement, and lack of courage is inside the information, as all this wouldn't happen if
there weren't a number of cowards in the newspapers and the televisions."

D'Eusanio: "My director is a person who believes in nothing, therefore he is keen on his position and there is somebody
protecting him and his friends [to continue] believing in nothing."

Conversation on 3 August 1995:

Caprettini: "I believe, the funny thing is the following, you know what I am going to do, I will of course publish this thing,
then I will address myself to a magistrate friend and then I'll tell him: let's investigate on this matter, so we'll keep the
problem alive."

Conversation on 29 August 1995:

Craxi (speaking with Ugo): "I can't understand what is going on in Italy, if we are going to the elections immediately or
not; in the affirmative, there is nothing to do; in the negative, in eight months time we will sort out a socialist list, we will
put a nice pink carnation [the symbol of the PSI] on it. I will make the socialist list being made, no kidding. This situation
cannot be accepted anymore."

Conversation on 20 September 1995:

Soncini: "I had information about this, it is hearsay, the father of D'Alema in 1941 was the Secretary of the Guf
[University fascist group] of Ravenna, it is for sure."

Craxi: "I would like to have a more precise .."

Soncini: "I can provide you with the whole story, because after having caused the death of three hundred people, he told
it to a journalist."

Craxi: "And then we will deal also with the betrayer."

Conversation on 25 September 1995:

Craxi: "Send me a text."
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Anna: "it is very important, I will send it to you and you will forward it to the Public Prosecutor of Venice, Mr Nordio ...
Now the important point is to give them a hand, to attack them on this Venice thing which is the only one they fear ...
this person who is working with us is somebody I trust, then the serious thing is that he is using the same elements of
Milan, which will prove that with the same elements Milan failed to proceed."

34. La Repubblica also reported the following telephone conversation current on 10 August 1995 between Anna Craxi,
the applicant's wife, and Mrs Veronica Berlusconi, the wife of the actual Prime Minister of Italy.

Veronica Berlusconi: "Anna, how are you?"

Anna Craxi: "And how do you do, everything all right?"

Veronica Berlusconi: "Everything all right, we arrived in Sardinia two days ago. The trip was extremely tiring ..."

35. La Repubblica noted that "the day on which Lady Veronica made her polite phone call to her friend, the husband of
the latter had already been declared latitante [which means deliberately evading justice] by the Milan District Court".

36. Il corriere della sera of 1 October 1995 published the content of a telephone conversation that the applicant had
with a certain Salvatore, afterwards identified as Mr Salvatore Lo Giudice. The text is the following.

Salvatore: "We should say we are ready to be heard. Because this is an interesting situation. I had a number of
contacts with this magistrate."

Craxi: "All right. In the meanwhile I do not even know what these things are."

Salvatore: "It's obvious, but he knows that it is not absolutely irrelevant."

Craxi: "In view of a speech of a general nature."

Salvatore: "Correct. He knows that [this] has nothing to do with that other story; it's only stuff he inserted in order to
come and hear you."

Craxi: "Send me a text."

Salvatore: "It's very important. I'll send it and you will forward it to Mr Nordio, Public Prosecutor attached to the Venice
District Court. Do you have that note?"

Craxi: "I did not even read it."

Salvatore: "Look at it, because it is a serious thing. There won't be any problem with Tunisia."

Craxi: "Here they are a little bit upset with Italy, in general. I will intervene."

Salvatore: "In this way, we will create a great problem for them, as this [person] told me very interesting things. For
instance, he has consulted Digos [a branch of the Italian police], and you are in the list of latitanti. So a big contrast will
be created, which would help us a lot."

Craxi: "Why?"

Salvatore: "Because then we will be able to prove that the order declaring you latitante was arbitrary. So, if we can bring
him [seeing you] it would be difficult for them to justify the fact that you are evading justice."

Craxi: "So the other one is not going to come?"

Salvatore: "He has been blocked in Milan."

Craxi: "I do not believe it."

Salvatore: "Yes, I know it for sure, he told me. This one, on the contrary, is ready to do seas and mountains [Italian
expression which means everything is necessary in order to achieve one's aims]."

Salvatore: "Then at the Ministry there is an agreement, it would be ..."

37. On the same day Il corriere della sera published an interview with Mr Salvatore Lo Giudice, who explained that the
telephone call at issue did not concern a "conspiracy" organised by the applicant, and a letter of Mrs Belusconi,
challenging the opportunity of putting in the file the conversation she had had with the applicant's wife. Articles appeared
in Il Corriere della sera and in other newspapers concerning interviews and declarations made by Mr Nordio, Public
Prosecutor attached to the Venice District Court, who criticised the release into the public domain of the telephone
interceptions and declared that he had never followed irregular procedures in order to serve the interests of the
applicant. The latter was at freedom to believe that he could have taken advantage from the legitimate and impartial
investigations that Mr Nordio was making. Other declarations made by the persons who spoke with the applicant on the
phone were published by the press, as well as the replies of the applicant to the speech made by Mr Paolo Ielo on 29
September 1995. The applicant stated, in particular, that the Public Prosecutor at issue was a "certified liar" (bugiardo
matricolato) and had used a "Stalinist" language.

38. In the following days, La Repubblica, L'Unità and Il Corriere della sera published articles which referred to the above
mentioned telephone conversations and to the speech made by Mr Paolo Ielo at the hearing of 29 September 1995.
They included attempts to interpret the precise meaning of the conversations. Some of the newspapers commented
that the transcripts of the telephone conversations showed, together with other elements, that the applicant was trying
to use his influence and his relationships to organise a defamatory campaign against his political adversaries and
against the magistrates who were investigating on him. It was moreover discussed in the press whether the applicant
had the power to influence the political line of the party Forza Italia, with some members of which he had, apparently,
kept close contacts. La Repubblica of 2 October 1995 published an article written on 18 September 1995 by the
applicant himself and containing considerations of a political nature.

39. Mr Paolo Ielo granted the press a number of interviews on the matter; he declared he regretted having compared
the applicant to a "certified criminal", but that it was his duty to control the telephone conversations of a person who
was deliberately evading a court order. Even if the telephone interceptions did not disclose any criminally relevant
behaviour, they should be taken into account in order to assess the applicant's personality and to fix the penalty that the
Public Prosecutor could have demanded at the outset of the court proceedings.
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4. The decisions on the lawfulness of the telephone interceptions

40. At the hearing of 19 October 1995 the Milan District Court asked the parties to clarify who had disclosed to the
press the content of the telephone interceptions before the competent judicial authority had had the opportunity of
pronouncing itself on their admissibility. Mr Ielo pointed out that immediately after the hearing of 29 September 1995, the
file containing all the telephone interceptions had been forwarded to Mr Guiso, the applicant's lawyer; the file had been
returned to the Public Prosecutor Office only the following Monday, when part of the transcripts had already been
released into the public domain. Mr Ielo concluded that the Public Prosecutor could not be held responsible for the
divulging of these acts. The representative of the civil party declared that he had nothing to say on this point: he had not
copied the transcripts and he had not given them to third persons. Mr Guiso confirmed the version given by Mr Ielo. He
indicated that he had copied the file which had been forwarded to him, but that this was done in a particularly secret
manner, in order to protect the applicant's interests and to avoid any divulging which could be prejudicial for him. Some
journalists had requested to be granted access to the transcripts, but Mr Guiso had categorically refused. Mr Giuso
underlined that, as prescribed by the law, the file with the transcripts had been made available to all the parties of the
trial, and not only to the applicant's defence lawyers. Mr Guiso concluded that the divulging of the transcripts was
clearly due to the action of third persons. He was not interested in that, the only point he wanted to raise being why the
telephone interceptions had been presented at the public hearing. The lawyers of the other accused persons declared
that they were not responsible for the disclosure.

41. In an order of 19 October 1995, the Milan District Court found that contrary to the applicant's allegations (see
paragraph 27 above), the failure to hold a specific hearing prior to the trial in order to select the intercepted telephone
conversations did not amount to a violation of the relevant provisions of Italian law. The District Court first observed that
according to Article 271 of the CPP and to the Court of Cassation's case law, failure to respect the formalities indicated
in Article 268 §§ 4 and 6 of the CPP did not prevent the use of the interceptions. It moreover noted that according to
Article 295 § 3 of the CPP, the said Article 268, which concerned wire-tapings made during the preliminary
investigations, could apply to the trial phase only "if possible". In the present case, the selection of the material had
been made in the presence of the parties and in its "natural" place, which was the trial hearing. The District Court
however decided not to make use of the information yielded by the telephone interceptions made between 20 July and 3
August 1995, in that they were relevant but not "absolutely necessary" within the meaning of Article 507 of the CCP in
order to assess the applicant's personality. The District Court further held that the interceptions made after 3 August
1995 could not be used as evidence, as no application had been made by the prosecutor for an extension of the
duration of interception, nor could such authorisation be considered as having been implicitly granted for as long as the
applicant would be absconding.

C. The applicant's conviction in the Metropolitana Milanese trial

42. In a judgment of 16 April 1996, the Milan District Court convicted the applicant to a penalty of eight years and three
months' imprisonment and to a fine of 150 million Italian lire (approximately 77,468 euros). This sentence was
confirmed on appeal on 5 June 1997. However, the appeal judgment was quashed by the Court of Cassation and the
case was re-heard by the Milan Court of Appeal, which, on 24 July 1998, reduced the penalty imposed on the applicant
to four years and six months' imprisonment. This decision became final on 20 April 1999.

43. The applicant complained about the unfairness of the Metropolitana Milanese criminal proceedings in the ambit of
application no 63226/00, introduced on 15 October 1999. In a decision of 14 June 2001, the Court declared this
application inadmissible.

II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW AND PRACTICE

…

THE LAW

I. SCOPE OF THE CASE

47. Following the Court's admissibility decision, the applicant made submissions on the merits in which he complained
about the unlawfulness of the telephone interceptions.

48. The Court recalls that, in its decision of 7 December 2000, it declared admissible the applicant's complaint relating
to the release into the public domain of the telephone interceptions, whilst declaring inadmissible the remainder of the
applicant's complaints, including the question of the alleged unlawfulness of the interceptions at issue. Thus, the scope
of the case now before it is limited to the complaints which have been declared admissible (see Lamanna v. Austria,
no. 28923/95, § 23, 10 July 2001, unreported).

II. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 8 OF THE CONVENTION

49. The applicant complained about the release into the public domain and the subsequent divulging through the press
of the content of the intercepted telephone conversations. He argued in particular that the Public Prosecutor's decision
to deposit material - which he considered of no probative value - in the registry was contrary to Article 8.

This provision reads as follows:

"1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.

2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance
with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic
well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others."

1. The parties' submissions

(a) The applicant

50. The applicant criticised that reference to certain interceptions had been made in open court at the hearing of 29
September 1995 in the presence of the press without imposing any reporting restrictions. He considered that their
content was not relevant for the trial and was disclosed with a view to damaging his public image and that of the
persons who had talked with him on the phone. In particular, some of the comments made by Mr Ielo about Mrs Tina
Soncini were false, incorrect and amounted to a form of libel. Moreover, the applicant alleged that the authorities failed
to respect the procedures prescribed by law, and notably by Article 268 of the CPP. In this respect, he observed that
before presenting them at the public hearing, the Public Prosecutor should have filed the transcripts of the intercepted
conversations with the registry, thus rendering the defence aware of their content. In addition to that, a specific hearing
should have been held in private in order to proceed to the exclusion (stralcio) of the material which could not have
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been used (see paragraph 46 above).

51. At any rate, the applicant considered that the source of the press information had not been the hearing, but mainly
the deposit of the bulk of the transcriptions in the registry. In this respect, the applicant underlined that the Public
Prosecutor had failed to distinguish, in the material which he deposited in the court's registry, between material which
he considered might be probative and the remaining interceptions. He could not have been unaware of the confidential
and private contents of the material which he had examined and knew that its deposit in the registry would make it
public. In the applicant's view, nothing in Italian law required the deposit of all the interceptions in the registry, and
nothing prevented the prosecution from providing the applicant with all or part of the interceptions before their deposit.

52. The applicant furthermore underlined that the mani pulite campaign had been conducted in an unfair way and
pursuing a political aim. In particular, a number of violations of the secrecy covering the investigations were committed
in order to attract the attention of the media. He concluded that by releasing the interceptions into the public domain the
Italian authorities had failed to respect the positive obligations imposed on them by Article 8 of the Convention.

(b) The Government

53. The Government argued that the circumstance that the press had had access to the transcriptions of the telephone
interceptions was in conformity with the applicable legislation as to the publicity of hearings and of non-classified trial
documents. The prosecution had legitimately chosen to seek the inclusion of the interceptions as evidence at the public
hearing, so that counsels for the applicant would have a full opportunity of challenging that request. In these
circumstances, the judicial authorities bore no responsibility in respect of the divulging of the content of the intercepted
telephone conversations for which the prosecution had sought the inclusion as evidence against the accused.

54. As regards the remainder of the telephone interceptions (those whose admission as evidence had not been sought
by the prosecution), the Government pointed out that they had been deposited in the registry in order to disclose them
to counsels for the applicant and thus to give them the opportunity to use them. Access to documents filed with the
registry is granted only to the parties and to their counsels, and not to journalists or to other persons. Moreover, after
their deposit in the Public Prosecutor's registry, the documents are not anymore covered by the secrecy rule, and may
be published according to Article 114 § 7 of the CCP. The fact that also the press had had access thereto did not entail
any responsibility of the State, as the Public Prosecutor could not have imagined that someone could have disclosed to
the journalists the content of the interceptions. The Government further pointed out that, before the deposit in the
registry, the transcripts had been duly kept confidential, as it appears from the fact that before that date their content
was not known to the press.

55. The Government moreover considered that the allegation of the applicant, according to which the Public Prosecutor
had failed to distinguish the material which he considered might be probative from the remaining interceptions, was
unfounded and lacked any basis in the Italian legal system. In fact, it is up to the trial judge, and not to the prosecution to
decide which documents are relevant for the decision on the charges. According to the Government, by depositing all
the material in his possession in the registry, the Public Prosecutor provided the accused with a fair opportunity of
taking knowledge of the elements against him.

56. The Government finally observed that by publishing the material concerning the telephone interceptions, the press
exercised its right, guaranteed by Article 10 of the Convention, to impart information to the public. It is true that the press
should not overstep the bounds imposed by the protection of the reputation of others; however the Government
observed that the applicant had failed to produce any document showing that the persons involved in the telephone
interceptions had availed themselves of the domestic remedies protecting their right to enjoy a good reputation, such
as an action for damages before the civil judge or a request for the opening of criminal proceedings.

2. The Court's assessment

57. The Court points out that telephone conversations are covered by the notions of "private life" and "correspondence"
within the meaning of Article 8 (see, among other authorities, the following judgments: Malone v. the United Kingdom  of
2 August 1984, Series A no. 82, p. 30, § 64; Kruslin v. France and Huvig v. France of 24 April 1990, Series A no. 176-A
and B, p. 20, § 26, and p. 52, § 25; Halford v. the United Kingdom  of 25 June 1997, Reports of Judgments and
Decisions 1997-III, pp. 1016-17, § 48; Kopp v. Switzerland of 25 March 1998, Reports 1998-II, p. 540, § 53). Therefore,
the reading out at the hearing of 29 September 1995 and the disclosure of the content of the telephone interceptions to
the press amounted to an interference with the exercise of a right secured to the applicant in paragraph 1 of Article 8 of
the Convention. The Government did not dispute this.

58. Such an interference will contravene Article 8 unless it is "in accordance with the law", pursues one or more of the
legitimate aims referred to in paragraph 2 and furthermore is "necessary in a democratic society" in order to achieve
them (see Petra v. Romania, judgment of 23 September 1998, Reports 1998-VII, p. 2853, § 36).

59. In order to ascertain whether the interference complained of was in conformity with the Convention, the Court will
examine separately the publication by the press of passages of the telephone conversations and the reading out at the
trial of the content of some of the interceptions.

(a) The publication by the press of passages of the telephone conversations made by the applicant

60. The Court notes that the applicant criticised, in particular, the fact that after the hearing of 29 September 1995, the
press published the content of certain conversations intercepted on his telephone line in Hammamet.

61. The Court observes that the reference made by the Government to Article 114 § 7 of the CCP seems to suggest
that the publication at issue was lawful under the Italian legal system. However, in the particular circumstances of the
present case, the Court does not consider it necessary to ascertain whether the interference complained of was "in
accordance with law" and whether it pursued a legitimate aim, but will assume for the purposes of this case that these
requirements were complied with.

62. The Court recalls that freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of a democratic society
and that the safeguards to be afforded to the press are of particular importance (see, among other authorities, Jersild
v. Danemark , judgment of 23 September 1994, Series A no. 298, p. 23, § 31).

63. As concerns more specifically reporting by the press of news concerning pending criminal proceedings, it is to be
pointed out that there is general recognition of the fact that the courts cannot operate in a vacuum. Whilst the courts
are the forum for the determination of a person's guilt or innocence on a criminal charge, this does not mean that there
can be no prior or contemporaneous discussion of the subject matter of criminal trials elsewhere, be it in specialised
journals, in the general press or amongst the public at large (see, mutatis mutandis, Sunday Times v. the United
Kingdom (no. 1), judgment of 6 November 1980, Series A no 38, p. 40, § 65).

64. Reporting, including comment, on court proceedings contributes to their publicity and is thus perfectly consonant
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with the requirement under Article 6 § 1 of the Convention that hearings be public. Not only do the media have the task
of imparting such information and ideas: the public also has a right to receive them (see Worm v. Austria, judgment of
29 August 1997, Reports 1997-V, pp. 1551-1552 , § 50). This is all the more so where a public figure is involved, such
as, in the present case, a political man and former Prime Minister. Such persons inevitably and knowingly lay
themselves open to close scrutiny by both journalists and the public at large (see, among other authorities, Lingens v.
Austria, judgment of 8 July 1986, Series A no. 103, p. 26, § 42).

65. However, public figures are entitled to the enjoyment of the guarantees set out in Article 8 of the Convention on the
same basis as every other person. In particular, the public interest in receiving information only covers facts which are
connected with the criminal charges brought against the accused. This must be borne in mind by journalists when
reporting on pending criminal proceedings, and the press should abstain from publishing information which are likely to
prejudice, whether intentionally or not, the right to respect for the private life and correspondence of the accused
persons (see, mutatis mutandis, Worm v. Austria, judgment quoted above, ibidem).

66. The Court observes that in the present case some of the conversations published in the press were of a strictly
private nature. They concerned the relationships of the applicant and his wife with a lawyer, a former colleague, a
political supporter and the wife of Mr Berlusconi. Their content had little or no connection at all with the criminal charges
brought against the applicant. This is not disputed by the Government.

67. In the opinion of the Court, their publication by the press did not correspond to a pressing social need. Therefore,
the interference with the applicant's rights under Article 8 § 1 of the Convention was not proportionate to the legitimate
aims which could have been pursued and was consequently not "necessary in a democratic society" within the
meaning of the second paragraph of this provision.

68. It remains to ascertain whether the interference complained of could be imputed to the State and therefore engage
the responsibility of Italy before the Convention organs.

69. In this respect, the Court notes that the publication was made by private newspapers. It has not been suggested by
the applicant that these newspapers were in some way under the control of the public authorities.

70. The interceptions published by the press had to some extent not been read out in court, as the prosecution had not
sought their admission as evidence against the applicant. In these circumstances, the Court finds it established that
the source of the journalists' information was the bulk of the interceptions deposited in the registry.

71. As concerns the way in which the press had access to these transcripts, the Court cannot accept the applicant's
allegation according to which by depositing in the registry the bulk of the interceptions the Public Prosecutor chose to
release them into the public domain. It is apparent from the relevant provisions of domestic law (see paragraph 44
above) that under the Italian legal system the deposit of a document in the registry does not render it accessible to the
public, but only to the parties.

72. In these circumstances, the Court reaches the conclusion that the divulging of the conversations through the press
is not a direct consequence of an act of the Public Prosecutor, but is likely to have been caused either by a malfunction
of the registry or by the press obtaining the information from one of the parties to the proceedings or from their lawyers.

73. Nevertheless, the Court recalls that while the essential object of Article 8 is to protect the individual against arbitrary
interferences by the public authorities, it does not merely compel the State to abstain from such interference: in addition
to this negative undertaking, there may be positive obligations inherent in effective respect for private life (see Botta v.
Italy, judgment of 24 February 1998, Reports 1998-I, p. 422, § 33). The Court therefore needs to ascertain whether the
national authorities took the necessary steps to ensure effective protection of the applicant's right to respect for his
private life and correspondence (see, mutatis mutandis, Guerra and others v. Italy , judgment of 19 February 1998,
Reports 1998-I, p. 227, § 58).

74. In this context, the Court considers that appropriate safeguards should be available to prevent any such disclosure
of a private nature as may be inconsistent with the guarantees in Article 8 of the Convention (see, mutatis mutandis and
in relation to disclosure of personal health data, Z v. Finland, judgment of 25 February 1997, Reports 1997-I, p. 347, §
95). Furthermore, when such disclosure has taken place, the positive obligation inherent in the effective respect of
private life implies an obligation to carry out effective inquiries in order to rectify the matter to the extent possible.

75. In the present case the Court recalls that disclosures of a private nature inconsistent with Article 8 of the
Convention took place (cf. § 67 above). It follows that once the transcripts were deposited under the responsibility of the
registry, the authorities failed in their obligation to provide safe custody in order to secure the applicant's right to respect
for his private life. Also, the Court observes that it does not appear that in the present case an effective inquiry was
carried out in order to discover the circumstances in which the journalists had access to the transcripts of the
applicant's conversations and, if necessary, to sanction the persons responsible for the shortcomings which had
occurred. In fact, by reason of their failure to start effective investigations into the matter, the Italian authorities were not
in a position to fulfil their alternative obligation of providing a plausible explanation as to how the applicant's private
communications were released into the public domain.

76. The Court holds, therefore, that the respondent State did not fulfil its obligation to secure the applicant's right to
respect for his private life and correspondence. There has consequently been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.

(b) The reading out of the telephone interceptions at the hearing of 29 September 1995

77. The Court observes that at the hearing of 29 September 1995, the Public Prosecutor read out in open court certain
extracts of the interceptions, as being part of the material which he requested to be admitted as evidence. In particular,
according to the Public Prosecutor, the interceptions at issue could have proved that the applicant was trying to
abscond and to damage the reputation of some magistrates and politicians.

78. The Court should first ascertain whether the interference complained of was "in accordance with the law". Even if it
is primarily for the national authorities, notably the courts, to interpret and apply the relevant internal rules (see Kruslin v.
France, judgment of 24 April 1990, Series A no. 176-A, pp. 21-22, § 29, and [GC], no. 27798/95, §
52, ECHR 2000-II), the Court can and should exercise a certain power to review whether domestic law has been
complied with.

79. In the applicant's submissions, according to Article 268 of the CPP, before presenting them in open court, the Public
Prosecutor should have filed the transcripts of the intercepted conversations with the registry, thus allowing the defence
to present their comments; moreover, a specific hearing should have been held in private in order to proceed to the
exclusion (stralcio) of the material which could not have been used (see paragraph 46 above).

80. In the Court's view, the aim of this was to provide the parties and the judge with an opportunity to select the
interceptions which were of no avail for the purposes of the judicial proceedings and whose disclosure could have
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adversely, and uselessly, interfered with the accused person's right to respect for private life and correspondence. Its
application therefore constituted a substantial safeguard for the right secured by Article 8 of the Convention.

81. In using its uncontested right to interpret domestic law, the Milan District Court held that Article 268 did not apply in
the applicant's case, this provision concerning only the wire-tapings made during the preliminary investigations (see
paragraph 41 above). However, the Court notes that according to one of the provisions on which the domestic
jurisdiction based its reasoning, namely Article 295 § 3 of the CPP, when telephone interceptions were ordered with a
view to facilitating the researches of a person who was deliberately evading the court's jurisdiction, Article 268 should
apply "if possible" (see paragraph 46 above). However, nothing in the Milan District Court's order of 19 October 1995
explains why during the trial phase the guarantees provided by this Article could not be observed.

82. In the light of the above, the Court considers that the applicant was deprived of a substantial procedural safeguard
provided by domestic law for the protection of his rights under Article 8 of the Convention without proper explanations
being given by the competent domestic tribunals. In these circumstances, it cannot conclude that the interference
complained of was "in accordance with the law", the Italian authorities having failed to follow, before the reading out of
the telephone interceptions at the hearing of 29 September 1995, the procedures prescribed by law.

83. Moreover, the Court notes that the interpretation of the domestic provisions given by the Milan District Court
amounted to a recognition of the absence, in the legislative framework concerning wire-tapings, of safeguards to
protect the rights secured by Article 8 of the Convention. Such interpretation would therefore in any case raise serious
concerns about the respect, on the part of the State, of its positive obligations to endorse the effective protection of
these rights.

84. Thus, the Court finds that there has been a violation of Article 8. It is not necessary, in these circumstances, to go
into whether the interference in question pursued a "legitimate aim" or was "necessary in a democratic society" in
pursuit thereof.

III. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLES 14 AND 18 OF THE CONVENTION

85. According to the applicant, the release into the public domain and the subsequent divulging of the intercepted
telephone conversations also amounted to a breach of Articles 14 and 18 of the Convention, which read as follows:

Article 14

"The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any
ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with
a national minority, property, birth or other status."

Article 18

"The restrictions permitted under [the] Convention to the said rights and freedoms shall not be applied for any purpose
other than those for which they have been prescribed."

86. The Court notes that the complaint under Articles 14 and 18 arises out of the same facts as those it examined
when dealing with the complaint under Article 8 of the Convention. Having regard to its decision on Article 8, the Court
considers that it is not necessary to examine the case under Articles 14 and 18.

IV. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 41 OF THE CONVENTION

…

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT

1. Holds by six votes to one that there has been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention in that the respondent State
failed to provide safe custody of the transcripts of the telephone conversations and to subsequently carry out an
effective investigation as to how these private communications were released into the public domain;

2. Holds unanimously that there has been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention by reason of the failure of the Italian
authorities to follow, before the reading out of the telephone interceptions at the hearing of 29 September 1995, the
procedures prescribed by law;

3. Holds unanimously that the applicant's complaint under Articles 14 and 18 of the Convention does not give rise to
any separate issues;

…

In accordance with Article 45 § 2 of the Convention and Rule 74 § 2 of the Rules of Court, the partly dissenting opinion
of Mr V. Zagrebelsky is annexed to this judgment. (Vgl. zu diesem die website des EGMR)
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